Neonatal lymphocytes dominate against lymphocytes of their own mother but not against allogenic maternal or adult lymphocytes in bidirectional mixed lymphocyte cultures.
Recent studies have shown a regular prenatal transfer of maternal immunocompetent cells into the fetal circulation. However, these cells engraft and proliferate only in a few exceptional cases if the fetus reaches an immunocompetent state. Thus the fetus has to have an immunologic defense mechanism against the engraftment of maternal cells. In the current study we investigated whether the fetus has such an immune defense and whether this defense mechanism specifically attacks cells of the mother. Blood samples were obtained from 15 mothers and 15 newborns directly after delivery. We compared individual vitality and spontaneous cytotoxicity between fetal and maternal lymphocytes in a cell ratio of 1:1 in nonstimulated bidirectional mixed lymphocyte cultures (MLC). The distribution of each cell population within the MLC was visualized by fluorescence in situ hybridization and X/Y-DNA probes. This was compared to MLCs between unrelated fetal and maternal as well as between unrelated adult lymphocytes. After 72 h, a significant cell shift was observed only in the MLC with neonatal lymphocytes mixed with cells of their own mother; there was a significantly higher number of neonatal cells (0.71 vs. 0.29) present. All other groups continued to have a cell distribution of 1:1. Our results show that neonatal lymphocytes specifically dominate against maternal but not allogenous maternal or adult lymphocytes in nonstimulated bidirectional MLCs.